
1) Light

1) Light - Sun to Screens

Science links the lights from 
bright sunshine to connected  
nets of digital screens. 
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Without light,
Eyes see only darkness. 

With Science we understand light
And how to apply it to improve our lives.  



Welcome to  
Tech Links of Light!
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Our Sun is huge. Sizewise, 
a million earths would  

fit inside our Sun. 
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EarthEarth

SunSun



The Sun is the source  
of most of the life  

giving light on earth. 
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Deep inside Suns, atoms  
combine. Heat and light  

are given off.
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Two Hydrogen atoms become one Helium.



Only half of the earth  
gets sunlight at one time. 
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People creatively use  
fires and electricity to  
light up the darkness.
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Today, light connects  
through time.  We start our  
true story from Sunshine to 
Screens - with night lights.
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ONE,  Lamps
Ancient oeople learn to burn 
wood to cook food and bring 
light to night.  But fires take 
 a lot of fuel to make light.
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Next, small lamps  
burn plant oils with  

wicks to light rooms. 
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Later, lamps use whale oil too.   
Whales about go extinct.  

Besides being bad for whales,
Whale oil is expensive and hard to get. 
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People also use stinky 
candles made from  

cow fat. 
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tallow



One day, people learn how to  
get petroleum oil from the  

ground.   Kerosene is the next  
fuel to keep home lamps lit. 
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kerosene lampkerosene lamp



People also make  
candles from petroleum oil. 
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paraffin



But lamps and candles are  
not very bright. They are not  

practical to light public spaces.
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TWO,  Carbon

In the 1800`s, Coal fuels  
factory fires that run steam engines.
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This guy learns that  
heating coal gives  

off gases that burn.
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William Murdock

coal
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Coal gas, lights city  
streets.  Lamp Lighters, 
nightly light the lamps.
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Making coal gas, also makes  
coal tar.  It is used to make  

new dyes to color our clothes.
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Coal Tar also makes new dyes to color clothes.
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Later, carbon rocks called lime, are 
heated with burning gas to make bright 

spotlights for theater stages. 
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Today, the word “limelight” still  
means to be the center of attention.

lime
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Also, bright arcs between  
carbon rods are used in sea 

shore light houses. 
Arc lights call for Batman too.

               Next, carbon threads shine. 
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THREE,  Electric Light
These guys invent light  

bulbs powered by electricity.  
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Edison

Swan
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Electricity makes the thin  
carbon filament so hot it glows.  
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incandescent 
light bulb



Light bulbs and switches   
spread around the world. 
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Next, the improved  
fluorescent light  
bulb is invented. 
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Later, using chip technology,  
cool LED lights are invented.  
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LED = light emitting devices
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Today, colorful LEDs are  
everywhere. Here are examples. 
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But we are getting ahead of  
ourselves.  Now, let’s get back  

to our story and draw with light.  
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FOUR,  Light Writer  
  This guy sees how silver  
briefly captures light to  

makes fuzzy pictures.  He  
calls them shadowgrams.  
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Thomas Wedgewood shadowgram

In light, shadowgram pictures  
quickly ruin or fade away.  
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In the 1830`s, these 
guys discover how to 

keep the pictures called 
photographs from fading.
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William Talbot

Louis Daguerre
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1) Light

Pictures are fixed onto  
glass and paper with chemicals 
called developers and fixers.

a  Camera Obscura
b  Silver Plate
c  Iodine &  
 Bromide Boxes
d  Mercury Cabinet

e  Plate Holders
f  Boxes for Plates
g  Leveling Stand
h  Washing Dish
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1) Light

Black and White  
cameras with silver film, 

capture the scenes we see 
- one picture at a time.
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People with box size  
cameras go crazy taking  

pictures around the world.
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DaguerreotypomanieDaguerreotypomanie



Next, this guy makes rolls  
of film out of an early plastic 

(cellulose acetate).  He  
makes cameras easier to use.
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Kodak 
BrownieEastmanEastman

People take personal pictures.  
Scientist take pictures to 

answer questions about our world.  
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At this time, film has to be  
developed. The photos are printed 

onto paper to see the pictures.
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Later, Digital sensors and  
chips capture light and  

turn it into digital pictures.
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Video is just taking  
over 20 pictures a second.
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Today, light enables us to watch movies.
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FIVE,  TV Glow Points

TV`s show movies that are  
made by millions of glowing  
light points called pixels. 
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Each tiny pixel is made  
of 3 separate R G B  

(Red, Green and Blue) points. 
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In old CRT TVs, streams  
of electrons, controlled 
by magnets scan across  

the back of the TV screen  
to make RGB pixels glow. 
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CRT = Cathode Ray Tube



In LCD TVs, different  
amounts of white LED  

backlight flow to each pixel. 
This makes the quickly  

changing colors on the screen. 
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screen
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LCD = Liquid Crystal Display



In OLED TVs, each  
point, glows by itself. 
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OLED = Organic light-emitting diode



Wow!  Computer chips control how  
much electricity goes to each RGB  

glow point.  This varies from 0  
for Black to 255 for Bright R, G or B.  

Each picture we see is actually 
blended colorful points.  
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(R,G,B)

5-6

The TV picture, changes or  
refreshes over 100 times per second.



Next, life glows.
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SIX,  Life Lights 

Some life can make its own light. 

1) Light

bioluminescence = Life that makes Light!
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Life that makes light is called  
biolumes.  Inside special photocyte 

cells, two cool chemicals mix  
together.  Like in LEDs,  electrons  
flow from higher to lower energy  

orbits.  Glow Sticks work the same way.
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Osamu Shimomura
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Some plants like these  
mushrooms glow in the dark.  
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Mycena Lampadis
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Fire Flies make  
light to find love.
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1) Light

Glow Worms make light  
to find food or more accurately,  

to bring bugs to them.
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Dark seas are full of life  
that make their own light.
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This includes waves  
of glowing algae. 
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Light helps some  
life just stay alive.    

Light sends the message,  
Don`t eat me, 

I will make you sick!
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People use light too. 
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SEVEN,  Digital Screens 

Digital Screens with millions  
of light points enable people  

and machines to interact.
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Smart TV Screens 
entertain us.  We also get wide-
screen access to the Internet  

and the world-wide web.  
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With computer screens,  
we see the real-time digital  

content as we create it. 
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As a caution on priorities, 
We live in a world where more  
people have smartphones than  
have flushing toilets.  Hmmm.
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Connected smartscreens  
with pocket screens 

help to educate as well 
as entertain us. 
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We talk with our On-line 
chat bots and IoT objects  
via tactile touchscreens. 
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Screen lights are the  
interface between our real  

and computer worlds.  With Tech, 
may we enlighten our lives and  

not lose them in cyber play lands. 
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To close, we have  
life because of sunlight. 
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Next, people use 
carbon fuels* in lamps  
to bring light to night. 

1) Light

* = oils, coal gas, kerosene
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1) Light

People also discover 
chemicals that enable  
light to write pictures.

Silver, Iodine - Sensitive to light Silver, Iodine - Sensitive to light 
Mercury - Develop imageMercury - Develop image

Hyposulfate - fix picture on paperHyposulfate - fix picture on paper 

Photography
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1) Light

Later, people switch on  
lots of electric light  

bulbs to make nights bright. 
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Next, home TVs with millions of  
light points, paint moving pictures 

that entertain and inform us. 
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In Nature, some life 
makes its own light too.
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Wow! From Sunshine 
to Digital Screens, the Light  

of Science enlightens* our lives. 

1) Light

*enlighten = to go from  
unknown to knowledge  
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1) Light

In Galaxies, stars change  
deep Darkness into Light.

Space Light

Stars in vast dark space.
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1) Light

In our Minds, Science  
changes unknowing neural  

numbness into cerebral self-aware 
enlightening knowledge.

Science is Mind Light.

MIND LIGHT
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1 - LIGHT  One Pager

1) Light

i) Suni) Sun 1) Lamp1) Lamp

2) Carbon2) Carbon 3) Electric3) Electric

5) Pixels5) Pixels4) Camera4) Camera

6) Life Light6) Life Light 7) Screens7) Screens
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1 - LIGHT
Sun to Digital Screens  VIDEO!
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Main Points
i) Sun

1) Lamp
2) Carbon
3) Electric
4) Camera
5) Pixels

6) Life Light
7) Screens
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1 - LIGHT
Sun to Screens VIDEO! - Script

i-1) Welcome to Tech Links of Light
i-2) Our Sun is huge! A million earths would fit inside our Sun.
i-3) The Sun is the source of most of the life giving light on earth.
i-4) Deep inside Suns, atoms combine. Heat and light are given off.
i-5) Only half of the earth gets sunlight at one time.
i-6) Our light bulbs bring light to dark spaces
i-7) Today, light connects through time  From the Sunshine to  
 our digital Screens.  Let’s start this true story with night lights.
1-1) ONE, Lamps
In the past, people burn wood to cook food and bring light to night.
But fires take lots of fuel.
1-2) Next, Romans use small lamps to burn plant oils to light rooms.
1-3) Later, lamps use whale oil too.
1-4) People also use stinky candles made from animal fat.
1-5) Later, people learn how to get petroleum oil from the ground.  
 Kerosene is the next fuel to light home lamps.
1-6) Candles are also made from oil
1-7) But lamps and candles are not bright enough for public spaces.
2-1) TWO, Carbon   Coal fuels factory fires.
2-2) People learn that heating coal gives off a gas that can be burned for light.
2-3) Coal gas, lights homes, stages, and city streets.
Lamp Lighters have to nightly light the street lamps.
2-4) Making coal gas gives off coal tar.
Its used to make new dyes that color our clothes.
2-5) Later, carbon rocks, called lime are heated to make light in Theaters.
2-6) Also, bright arcs are used in sea shore light houses.  
They prevent ships from crashing into rocks.  Arc lights call for Batman too!
2-7) Next, carbon threads shine.
3-1) THREE, Electric Light
These guys invent light bulbs powered by electricity.
3-2) Electricity makes the thin filament so hot it glows.
3-3) Light bulbs and switches spread around the world.
3-4) Next, improved fluorescent light bulbs are invented.
3-5) Later, Using chip technology, cool LED are invented.
3-6) Today, colorful, electric LEDs are everywhere.
3-7) Now, let’s get back to our story and draw with light.
4-1) FOUR, Light Writer
This guy sees how silver briefly captures light to make fuzzy pictures.
He calls them shadowgrams. They quickly fad away in light.
4-2) These guys use chemicals to keep photographs from fading.
4-3) People with shoebox size cameras go crazy taking pictures around the world.
4-4) Next, this guy makes rolls of film out of silver and celluloid plastic.
He makes cameras easier to use.
4-5) At this time, Film has to be developed.  
Photos are printed onto paper to see the pictures.
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4-6) Later, Digital sensors a& chips capture light and turn them into digital pictures.
Today, people take selfies and so many pictures that we share worldwide.
4-7) Video is just taking over 20 pictures a second.
Next, more light enables us to watch movies.
5-1) FIVE, TV Glow Points
My digital movies are made by millions of glow points called pixels.
5-2) Each pixel is made of 3 separate R G B points.
5-3) In old CRT TVs, streams of electrons controlled by magnets  
scan across the back of the TV screen to make RGB pixels glow.
5-4) In LCD TVs, different amounts of white LED back-light flow  
through LCDs to make screen pixels glow.
5-5) In OLED TVs, each point glows by itself.
5-6) Wow! Computer chips control how much electricity goes to each  
RGB glow point.  This varies from 0 for Black to 255 for Bright R,G or B.
TV pictures are actually blended color points of RGB light that  
change or refresh over 100  times per second.
5-7) Next, Life glows!    6-1) SIX, Life Lights  Some life can make its own light.
6-2) Biolumes work like this.  In special cells called photo-cytes, two  
cool chemicals and oxygen mix together.  Like in LEDs, electrons  
flow from higher to lower energy orbits. Light is given off.
6-3) Some plants like these mushrooms glow in the dark.
6-4-1) Fire Flies make light to find love.
6-4-2) Glow Worms use light to bring bugs to them for dinner.
6-5-1) Dark Seas are full of creatures that can make their own light too.
6-5-2) This includes waves of glowing algae.
6-6) Light helps some life just stay alive. Light sends the message,  
Don’t eat me or you will get sick.  6-7) People use light too.
7-1) SEVEN, Digital Screens  Millions of light points enable  
digital screens where people and machines interact.
7-2) Smart TV Screens entertain us. We also get wide-screen access to the Internet 
and the worldwide web.
7-3) With computer screens, we see our real-time digital contents as we create them.
7-4) As a caution on priorities,  We live in a world, where more people have smart-
phones than have flushing toilets.  Hmmmm…
7-5) Connected smartphones with pocket screens help to educate as well as entertain us.
7-6) We also talk with On-line chat bots and our IoT objects via tactile touchscreens.
7-7) Screen lights are our interface between our real and computer worlds.
With Tech, may we enlighten our lives and not lose them in cyber play lands.
C-1) To close, we have life because of sunlight.
C-2) Next, people use carbon fuels in lamps to bring light to the night.
C-3) People also discover chemicals that enable light to write pictures.
C-4) Later, people switch on lots of electric light bulbs to make night bright.
C-5) Next, home TVs with millions of light points, paint moving pictures that 
entertain and inform us.  C-6) In Nature, some life makes its own light too.
C-7) Wow! From Sunshine to Digital Screens, the Light of Science enlightens our lives!

1 - LIGHT
Sun to Screens VIDEO! - Script


